RE: NEFARIOUS PLOT OF THE REGENTS REVEALED AT LAST

Congratulations team!

It appears that you have cracked our code and uncovered the true plot. The "sinister organization" was in fact none other than us Regents all along. We've been manipulating the State of California and our students into paying us ever increasing amounts of money under the guise of rising costs and state disinvestment.

Which means we have now amassed a sizeable fortune for ourselves. Since you've decoded our secret message and tracked us down here, we feel it's only fair to invite you into our cabal to earn your share of this treasure. If you can find it, you're in.

To get to the treasure, you will need to find your way around this campus, with the aid of some poetic clues. Your next location will be indicated by a haiku: the first two lines will be given to you; you will need to match up the correct third line from the hovertexts / alt texts of the puzzle links from the website. These lines are attached for your convenience.

For example, you solved a rebus to get here. Those lines form the first two lines of a haiku that can be completed with the hovertext from Do I Do, "It's by the cafe." The haiku then specifically clues this location [ number 29 on the list of Places of Interest, also attached for your convenience ].

Here you have found two cards with the first two lines of the next haiku. Complete it and continue on!

P.S. Be sure to keep track of everything you find / have found along the way -- it just might come in useful later.